Abstract. We consider the question, under what conditions a given family A in a Boolean algebra $ has a disjoint refinement. Of course, A cannot have a disjoint refinement if A is a dense subset of an atomless ®, or if 'S is complete and A generates an ultrafilter on <S. We show in the first two sections that these two counterexamples can be the only possible ones. The third section is concerned with the question, how many sets must necessarily be added to a given filter in order to obtain an ultrafilter base. 0. Introduction. Let us recall the famous Disjoint Refinement Lemma due to Bernstein, Kuratowski, Sierpiñski and others: "Assume k to be an infinite cardinal and let A = {aa: a < k} be a family of sets, each of power k. Then there is a family D = {da: a < k} such that for every a < ß < k we have \da\ = k, da C aa, da n dß = 0". The family D is called a disjoint refinement of the family A.
Boolean algebras which properties of ® imply that A has a disjoint refinement. The main results of this section are stated in Theorems 1.5 and 1.12. Besides, some technical tools are built up here.
The disjoint refinement property for centered families is studied in §2. Perhaps the typical special cases will best illustrate the spirit of this section: Let % = 9 (w)/fin, iß its completion. In other words, "35 is the algebra of all clopen subsets of ßN -N, $ is the algebra of all regular open subsets of ßN -N. It is well known that I® | = 2", |<351 = 22", and every maximal disjoint set in % as well as in <3à is of cardinality < 2". Thus no family of cardinality > 2" in % can have a disjoint refinement; on the other hand, each family of cardinality < 2" in % or in © has one. Trivially, % -{0^ is a family of cardinality 2" having no disjoint refinement both in <$ and in ®. According to [BV2] , each ultrafilter in % has a disjoint refinement, consequently each centered family in "35 has a disjoint refinement. It turns out that things are different for <3J. Obviously no ultrafilter base in % has a disjoint refinement, because 9> is complete. Thus if we ask the question, whether each centered family of cardinality 2" in % has a disjoint refinement, we must know that such a family cannot generate an ultrafilter. It turns out that this necessary condition need not be satisfied, which happens, e.g., if 2" = to,. We shall show that the statement "Each centered family in % of cardinality 2" has a disjoint refinement" is both consistent with and independent of the usual axioms of set theory.
Fodor's conjecture [BHM] states that every family consisting of w, stationary sets in W] has a disjoint refinement by stationary sets. We shall show the following: If there is no co,-scale in "w, Fodor's conjecture is true for "centered collections". On the other hand, under (CH) , the negation of Fodor's conjecture holds if and only if there is a family y of to, sets such that all closed unbounded subsets of co, together with the family Y generate an ultrafilter on <o,.
These results indicate that there is a close connection between the disjoint refinement property and extensions of filters. In §3, we shall study the problem, how many sets must be added to a given filter in order to obtain an ultrafilter. The main result states that for each infinite k and for each regular X, w, < A < 2", there is a filter F and a family X = {xa: a G A) such that F \J X generates a uniform ultrafilter U on k. Moreover, X is the least cardinality of a family Y such that F u Y generates U.
Acknowledgement. We would like to thank Richard Laver for his valuable information on recent results and stimulating discussions. 0.2. Notation. We shall use the standard set-theoretical notation to be found, e.g., in [J] or [CN] . Small Greek letters k, à always denote cardinal numbers. ??(«) is the power set of k, [k]x = {M G <3>(k): \M\=X}, similarly, [<c]<x = {M G ^(k): \M\ < X}. The weak power of cardinals, k-, as usual, equals 2{Ka: a is a cardinal, a < X}. The Fréchet ideal on k, denoted by iF, equals [k] <k.
Let % be a Boolean algebra. Operations on % are denoted V (j°in)> A (meet), -(complement), 0 or 0^ is the zero element of %. CS>+ = $ -{0} is the set of all nonzero elements of ®. For u G ©+, % \ u is the Boolean algebra consisting of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use all v < u with relativized operations. S t(% ) denotes the Stone space of an algebra ®. If X is a topological space, then RO(X) denotes the (complete) Boolean algebra of all regular open subsets of X, G(X) = S t(RO(X)) is the absolute of X (i.e. the Gleason space of X = the projective resolution of X). If © is a Boolean algebra, Qomp(9> ) is its completion. A subset C Q %+ is said to be dense in %, or to be a base of ©, if for each u OE %+ there is some x G C with x < u. A family (set, collection) D C %+ is said to be disjoint if dA d' = 0 for any two distinct members d, d' from D. The density of © is defined by d(9>) = min{|C|: C is a dense subset of Ç& ), the saturatedness of %, sat(iB) = min{/c: for each disjoint P Q lS> +, \P\ < k}. Hereditary analogues of these cardinal invariants are defined by hd(<3&) -min{¿(íB [ u): u ¥= 0} and hsat(<35) = min{sat(© \ u): u ^ 0}.
Let X > u, k > 2 be cardinals. Consider the family C(X, k) = {/: /is a mapping, dom(/) G [X]<x, rng(/) Ç k} with the order/ > g iff / Ç g. The (unique) complete Boolean algebra containing C(X, k) as a dense subset is denoted by ßol(X, k). If u G $, /* g Ç ©, we shall denote u /\/\ P = {u /\v: v G P & u Av ¥= 0); similarly, P AAQ = {u A v:u OE P,v G Q&u Av¥=0}.
1. Refinement properties. Here we state the basic theorems on refinement properties of Boolean algebras.
1.1. Definition. Let % be a Boolean algebra, let A ç "3J + . The set A is called «-decomposable if there exists a disjoint collection P C ®+ such that l^l = \a A A P | = k for each uEl
The following proposition is folklore:
1.2. Proposition. LeY % be a Boolean algebra, A = (aa: a G /c) Ç <3J+. 7//I is K-decomposable, then A has a disjoint refinement.
Proof. Let P be some disjoint collection with \aa A A PI = * for each a G k. By a straightforward recursion argument one can assign to each £ G k a member x{6P such that x4 A Xjj =0 and a? A x{ ^ 0 whenever £ < tj < k. The family 7) = {^ A xf I £ k} is the desired disjoint refinement of A. fj 1.3. Definition. Let © be a Boolean algebra, k a cardinal. The algebra 9> has a disjoint refinement property for systems of cardinality at most k (© has Rp(ic)) if each .4 = {a{: | £ k} Q <S>+ has a disjoint refinement.
1.4. Remarks, (a) Clearly an algebra © has Rp(*) iff Comp(iB) has.
(c) If hsat(® ) > tc, then there is no essential difference between the indexed families of cardinality k in % and sets of cardinality « in © from the refinement property point of view.
(d) If % has Rp(2), then <$> is atomless.
The following theorem has appeared in [BVj] and generalizes a results of [BHM] .
1.5. Theorem. Let © be a Boolean algebra, k an infinite cardinal and let hsat(© ) > k +. 77ie« ® has a disjoint refinement property for systems of cardinality qt most k.
Proof. Assume given A = {a(: £ & k) Q <S> +. Let ti be the set of all disjoint sets P in ©+ satisfying |7»| > k + and either |af A A P\ > k or a£ A A P = 0 for each £ < k. Ordered by inclusion, ti clearly satisfies the assumptions of the maximality principle. Let 7? be a maximal element in ti.
Claim. For each £ < k, |at A A R \ > *■ Suppose the contrary. Then a( A A P = 0 for some £ < k. Choose a disjoint family Q in <3J f a(, | Q | = k +. Let Z = {n G k: I a, A A ß| < k}, let ß' = Q -{u G Q: a" A « # 0 for some n G Z). Then |ß'| = k + , 7? u Q' G fi, R u ß' =2 7?, a contradiction.
Having proved the claim, notice that R clearly contains a set which «-decomposes A, hence 1.2 applies. □ Remarks. In fact, we have proved a bit more: If A = {aa: a G k] Q %+ is such that sat(© f aa) > k+ for each a G k, then /I has a disjoint refinement.
The Disjoint Refinement Lemma, quoted in the introduction, can be quickly deduced from the previous theorem: If k is infinite and regular, then hsaXC^(K)/iF) > k+, thus 1.5 may be applied. If k is singular, then the Disjoint Refinement Lemma is easy to prove by making use of its validity for all regular cardinals smaller than k. Proof. Denote t = cf(/c). If k > t, choose an arbitrary increasing sequence {k^: £ G t} of cardinals converging to k.
Suppose A to be r-decomposable. By 1.2, only the case t < k has to be considered. Let 7>={p£:£GTJbea disjoint set satisfying \aa A A P\ = t for each a G k. Then each family C( = {aa A P(-« < "f & aa A Pj ^ 0} has a disjoint refinement D( by 1.5. Clearly U (fl(: Í 6 t) contains a disjoint refinement of A. The completeness of © was not needed in this half of the proof. Let {da: a G k} be a disjoint refinement of A. Since hsat(©) > k + , there is a pairwise disjoint set {da(: £ G t} in % \ da for each a G «. The algebra % is complete, hence the set P = {\/{da(: a G k}: £ G t) is well defined and demonstrates that A is r-decomposable. □ 1.7. Lemma. Let % be a Boolean algebra, k infinite and hd(©) < k. Then % has not Rp(ic). Up to now we have dealt with an arbitrary Boolean algebra and we were interested in the problem whether an arbitrary A = {aa: a G k] Q <S>+ has a disjoint refinement. Theorem 1.5 says that hsat(<3J) > k+ is a sufficient condition.
Clearly hsat(© ) > <c is necessary (for otherwise there are not enough disjoint elements in %). But Lemma 1.7 shows how to find an example that the last condition need not be sufficient. Thus, if we want to know something about the disjoint refinement property for systems A = {aa: a G «} which are as large as possible, i.e. k+ = hsat(®), we have to add some restrictions either on <3à or on A. The first direction will be studied in the rest of this section and it will culminate in Theorem 1.12.
1.8. Definition. Let 6S> be a Boolean algebra, C C ÍB + , X an infinite cardinal. The set C is X-closed if for each y < X and for each decreasing chain c0 > c, > • • • > ca > ■ ■ ■ (a < y) of elements of C there is some b G C with b < ca for each a < y.
Remark. If C C %+ is A-closed for a singular cardinal X, then C is X + -closed. 1.9. Definition. Let % be a Boolean algebra, X, k cardinals. A collection 0 C c$(% + ) is called a matrix on © if each member of 0 is a maximal disjoint subset of © + .
The Boolean algebra % is called to be (X, ■, /c)-distributive if for every matrix 0 = {Pa: a G À} there is some maximal disjoint system Q C <S>+ such that for each x G Q and for each a G X, \x A A Pa\ < *■ (The dot "•" in (X, -, k) indicates we are not interested in the size of 7>a's. For the three-parameters distributivity see [VH] .)
The Boolean algebra "35 is called (X, ■, K)-nowhere distributive if for every
A standard branching argument gives an immediate consequence of the definitions:
1.10. Lemma. If a Boolean algebra © has a X-closed dense subset, then % is (t, ■, 2)-distributive for each t < X. □ 1.11. Lemma. Let ÇB be a (X, -,K)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra. Then there is a matrix 0 = [Pa: a GÀ} such that for each x G ©+ there is some a G X with |x A A Pa\ > «c-Any matrix with this property will be called a matrix witnessing to the (X, ■, k)-nowhere distributivity of 9>.
Proof. Consider the set C consisting of all x G 9>+ for which there is some matrix 0(x) = {Pa(x): a G X] in © \ x such that for each v < x there is some a G X with | v A A Pa(x)\ > k.
The set C is dense in % : If not, assume z G © + contains no member of C. Thus for each matrix {Pa: a G X} in % \ z the set {y G % \ z: (V a G X) (\y A A Pa\ < k)} is dense in © \ z, hence there is a maximal disjoint set Q in © \ z with the property (y G Q, a G X -> |y A A Pa\ < «), which contradicts the (X, -, k)-nowhere distributivity of 9>.
Let S be a maximal disjoint subset of C. Since C is dense in ©, S is maximal disjoint in ©, too. For x G S let 0(x) be as indicated above, and define Pa = {« G © : u G /'"(x) for some x G S). The matrix 0 = {Pa: a G X} has the required properties. □
The forthcoming Theorem 1.12 is the main theorem of this section. It shows that the presence of a X-closed dense set and (X, •, »c)-nowhere distributivity of % are the possible restrictive conditions on © which guarantee the existence of the disjoint refinement in all cases, for which the only obvious obstruction, i.e. a too small base, does not take place. At the same time we shall demonstrate for X regular that the well-known example of a (X, -, /c)-nowhere distributive algebra with a X-closed base, namely the algebra Col(X, k), is typical and plays the key role in the problem of refinement. The theorem generalizes a result from [BVj] , which is mentioned here as a corollary.
In the sequel we assume X > w, k > 2.
1.12. Theorem. Let © be a (X, -, ic)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra having a X-closed dense subset. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
Moreover, if 9> is complete, then both (a) and (b) are equivalent to: (c) for each x G 9> +, % \ x is not isomorphic to 6ol(X, k); (à) for each x G <3à + , © \ x is not isomorphic to 6ol(X, k-). Before giving a proof, we shall exhibit some propositions of technical nature leading to a characterization of algebras 8ol(X, k).
1.14. Lemma. Let 9> be a (X, -, K)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra containing a X-closed dense subset C. Then:
(ii) X is a regular cardinal. Let 9 = {Pa: a G X} be an arbitrary matrix on ©. Then there is a matrix 2-= {Qa-a ^ X) such that: The cardinal X is infinite, for © is (X, •, ic)-nowhere distributive. If it were singular, then C would be X+-closed (see the Remark following 1.8), hence by 1.10, © would be (X, •, 2)-distributive-a contradiction.
The matrix 2, will be constructed by transfinite induction.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let S = {Sa: a G X} be a matrix witnessing to (X, -, ic)-nowhere distributivity of © . Let Q0 C C be a maximal disjoint family refining P0 A A S0.
Let a < X and suppose Qß (ß < a) have been defined. By 1.10, © is (a, -, 2)-distributive, hence there is a maximal disjoint collection Ua such that Ua refines Pa and Qß for all ß < a. Let Va = Ua A A Sa. For x G Ka take a maximal family 7?^ Ç C such that Rx is disjoint and its cardinality is at least p, where p is some suitable cardinal.
As yet we know that p > k (hsat(©) > k by 1.11); we shall show later that the choice p > ka is possible. Let Qa = (J {Rx-x G Va}.
Having constructed the matrix S = {Qa: a G X), it is easy to verify that (iii), (iv) and (v) hold for 2,, moreover, for each a G X and for each v G Qa, |{x:xGßa+1&x < y}\>p>K.
Let 5 < X be a cardinal, let y G U S. Then y G Qß for some ß < X. By the validity of (1) for each a < X, by (iv) and by the fact that C is X-closed, we obtain \{x:x(EQß+s&x <y}\>ps >ks.
Thus sat(<35 \ y) > ka. We shall show that sat(<3J ¡ y) > (k-) + .
If ka = ks for some <5 < X, then sat(© \ y) > (ks)+ by (2). If ka > ks for each 8 < X, then k-is a limit cardinal and X = cf(/cA) < <cA. Two cases are possible: Either X < k-, but then sat(<55 I y) > (k-)+ since the saturatedness cannot be a singular cardinal by a well-known theorem of Erdös and Tarski [ET], or X = k-. Let y = cß, choose by induction a chain cß > cß+l > . . . > ca > . . . for each a G X, a > ß, such that ca G Qa. By (1), the inequalities are sharp, hence D = [cã c«+i: ß < a < X} C ©+ is a disjoint subset of (© t.y)+, which implies that sat(© f v) > X + .
Thus p > k-could have been chosen in the construction of a, which proves (vi). It remains to prove (vii). Let y G "35+ . The desired family (x: x G U 2. & x A y ¥= 0} can be found using a standard branching argument. For £ = 0, set a0 = 0, pick x0 G Q0 so that x0 A v t^ 0, and pick c0 G C with c0 < x0 A v. For £ < X, £ limit, assume that /: £ -> k. Since C is X-closed, there is some c G C such that c < Cy|,,, for all tj < £. By (iii), there is some smallest oy < X such that there is a disjoint set {bt: i < k) Q Q with bt A c ¥= 0 for all i < k. Clearly af > a^n for all r; < £. Let Xj = b0. Choose cf G C with cf < c A */• Now suppose £ = n + 1 and/: t/ -^ k. By (iii) there is a smallest a < X such that there is a disjoint set {¿>(: t < k} satisfying è, A 9 ^ 0 for all 1 < k, {bt: 1 < k) Ç ß0. Clearly a > a^. For each t < k let afu{M] = a, x/u{(T)l)) = bt, and choose c/u{(7)l)} < cfAbt, c/u{(tm)} G C.
Hence for each £ < X and for each/: £ -> k we have found an element xf G U S such that the following is true: xf A y ^ 0, Xj < Xyf7) for all 17 < £, and if g: £ ^ k, g ¥^f, then xy A xg = 0. Now (vii) easily follows and the proof is complete. □ 1.15. Theorem. Let < §> be a complete (X, -, K)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra containing a X-closed dense subset C. Let d(9>) = «-. Then ÍB is isomorphic to ßol(X, ka).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to the matrix 9 = {7"a: a G X}, let 2-be the resulting matrix. Now U 2 is a dense subset of $. By 1.14(v), (vi), a verification of the existence of an isomorphism between U 2 and the set {/ G C(X, ka): dom(/) ^ 0, dom(/) is a successor ordinal}, which forms a dense subset of 6ol(X, ka), is routine, fj 1.16. Corollary.
The algebras 6ol(X, k) and Col(X, ka) are isomorphic whenever X > to, k > 2, X is regular. □ 1.17. Lemma. Let ® be a (X, -, k)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra having a X-closed dense subset. If hd(<3} ) > ka, then <3J has Rp(ic-).
Proof. Let A c ® + , \A\ = k-. Let 2 = (ß": a G X) be a matrix having properties 1.14(iii)-(vii). We may assume that ,4 c U 2 (see the proof of 1.15).
Denote Pa = A n Qa-If there is some t < X such that Pa = 0 for each a < X, a > t, we are done (PT+i can be used to show that A is icA-decomposable). Thus suppose Pa =£ 0 for each a < X. Let C be a X-closed dense subset of $.
We shall find a family of chains (c(x, a): a < X}, x G A, with the following Notice that hd(<2ol(X, «-)) = ka. This fact and 1.7 show that (a) implies (d).
To prove (d) implies (b), notice that if hd(®) = ka, if % is (X, -, »c)-nowhere distributive having a X-closed dense subset and if % is complete, then $ is isomorphic to Col(X, ka) by 1.15. □ 1.19. Example. The assumption that <3à has a X-closed dense subset is essential in 1.12. To show this, let k be a cardinal satisfying ku = k. Then there is an (w,, -, K)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra © with hd(©) > k (= k^I), nevertheless Rp(/c) does not hold for %.
Let F = {/ G"k: a < to,}. F is a dense subset of 6ol(w" k), \F\ = (k X w,)w = k" m k. Let "35, be the free algebra generated by k+ generators. Then the free product % = ßol(<o,, k) X (S>1 is the desired example. The algebra ÇB is (w" -, k)-nowhere distributive since Gol(w,, k) is; hd(?&) > k since hdC35,) = k+. Obviously ÇB has no to,-closed dense subset.
The system F = {</, 1): / G F) is a system of cardinality k having no disjoint refinement. Suppose the contrary. Let D be a disjoint refinement of F. Without loss of generality we may assume that the members of D are of the form </, x> with / G F, x G ®,+ . Choose arbitrary </0, x0> G D; suppose </a, xa> G D have been found for a < ß < w, in such a manner that f0 Ç fx Ç . . . £ fa Ç .... Let g = U {/": « < ß) U (y, 0), where y <2 U (dom(/a): a < /J}. Then <g, 1> G F and <g, 1> contains no </", xa> with a < ß. Hence there is some (fß, Xß) G D with <g, 1) > </^, x^). Obviously/^ ^ /a for all a < ß. We have found a subset {</,, xa>: a < to,} of 7) such that the/a's form a nested sequence. Anyway, D is disjoint, hence the set (xa: a < w,} Q ©j1" must be disjoint, too. But this contradicts the well-known fact that hsat(©,) = to,.
2. Refinement properties of centered systems. In the previous section, we have discussed some conditions on © which guarantee the existence of a disjoint refinement. Now we restrict our attention to special families in ?B, namely, to families having the finite intersection property.
2.1. Definition. Let % be a Boolean algebra, A ç %. The set A is centered, or equivalently, A has the finite intersection property (FIP), if /\A' ¥= 0 whenever A' Q A is finite. A Boolean algebra has a refinement property for centered systems of power at most k (ÍB has Rfip(ic)), if each indexed family {aa: a < k) Q © with FIP has a disjoint refinement.
It turns out that Rfip(i<) no more holds for Ç& and 6ompC3J) simultaneously, as it was the case of Rp(«). Indeed, if 6omp(<35) has Rfip(ic), then so has "35. Nevertheless, (3'(w)/fin has Rfip(c) ( [BV2] ), but fíompCÍP(w)/fin) need not satisfy Rfip(c) (2.11). Hence Rfip(ic) will be studied mainly for complete Boolean algebras.
Suppose k infinite. When asking whether a complete Boolean algebra % has Rfip(rc), there is only one interesting case, namely hsat(iß) = k + : Rfip(rc) does not hold if hsat(GJ5) < k+ and the case hsat(Cß) > k+ is covered by 1.5. The extremal situation occurs if, in addition, d(9y) = k (see 1.12, 1.13). In what follows we give the solution of the following problem from [BV,]: "Is there a-complete Boolean algebra <& which has Rfip(ic) and hsat(iB) = k+ and d(9>) = k?"
We shall show that the answer is affirmative for k = « or k singular (of arbitrary cofinality!) in 2.2. The case of regular uncountable k is not decided by the usual axioms of set theory, and we shall show that some simple set-theoretical assumptions (each satisfied by a number of well-known models of ZFC) decide the validity of the statement or of its negation (Theorems 2.3, 2.8). The rest of this section is devoted to the consistency proof mentioned in the introduction and to some application of the general results.
2.2. Theorem. Let <3J be a complete Boolean algebra, let k = « or a singular cardinal. Then "3à has Rfip(ic) if and only z/hsat(<35) > k + .
Proof. The condition hsatC35 ) > k + is obviously necessary. Let F be a centered system in 9>, \F\ = k. If k = u, it is an easy exercise to show that F is ^-decomposable, so let k > « and t = cf(ic) < k. Let us assume that each finite meet of members of F belongs to F, too.
Claim. Fis t+-decomposable. For £ < t choose F( c F such that |F£| < k, F£ Q F^ for £ < tj < t and U {Fí:£<t} = F.
Transfini te recursion. Let y < t and suppose that for a < ß < y we have found ordinals £(a) and disjoint systems Ca, Ca/3 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) £(a) <£(/?)< t for each a < ß < y; (ii) if a < y, x G F£{a), then \Ca\ = \x A A Ca\ = t+; (iii) if a < ß < y, then Caß C Ca and \Caß\ < t;
(iv) if a < ß < y, then (Ca -Caß) U Cß is a disjoint system. Define Wy = (J {Ca -U {Ca/j: a < /? < y}: a < y). Then Wy is disjoint and | W \ = t + . If |x A A Wv| = T+ f°r eacn x G F, we are done: F is T+-decomposable.
If there is some x G F with |x A A Wyl < t, then x £ F^a) for a < y by (ii), hence there is some £(y) > sup{£(a): a < y), £(y) < t, such that x G F£(y). Define Cay = {c OE Ca: c A x ¥= 0}. Clearly |Cay| < t for a < y. Since |Fi(y)|+ < k < hsatC3J), there is a disjoint refinement D of the system {x A y'-y E F( This completes the recursive definitions. Suppose that the induction has not stopped before t. We define C= U{C" -U{Ca/3:a<y3<T}:a<T}.
It is easy to see that | C| = |x A A C | = t + for each x G F. Having proved the claim we know that F is t+-decomposed by C = {c^: r/ G t+ }. For x G F, let mx = (tj G t + : x A ^ ^ 0). The family F is closed under finite intersections, so U = {ux: x G F} is a uniformly centered collection of subsets of t +. Moreover, t is regular. Hence t/ is T-decomposable (see, e.g., [Ch] , [KP] or [CN, 8.36]) . If the pairwise disjoint collection {at: t G t} of subsets of t + witnesses to the r-decomposability of U, then the system {V(9: V e ö,}: t G t) witnesses to the T-decomposability of F. Now the theorem follows by 1.6. □ 2.3. Theorem. Let k be an uncountable cardinal, % a K-complete Boolean algebra with d(%) < k and suppose k-= k. Then there is a system consisting of at most k elements of <$>+ which generates a nontrivial ultrafilter on %. Consequently, ÇB has not Rfip(/c).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Before proving the theorem, let us give a definition and an important lemma, which is due to Kunen, van Mill and Mills. 2.4. Definition. Let $ be a Boolean algebra, k an infinite cardinal. A tower T of length k is a family {/": a G k} ç 9>+ satisfying ta > tß whenever a < ß < k. A tower T in 9> is called nowhere dense if for each b G ê&+ there is some ta G T with i-("^0.
2.5. Lemma [KvMM] . Let k be an uncountable regular cardinal, let % be a Boolean algebra, 16J51 < x. Then there is an ultrafilter on © containing no nowhere dense tower of length k.
Proof. If |®| < k, the lemma holds trivially since there is no nowhere dense tower of length k in "35.
If \%\ = k, well-order % = {ba: aG/c} and define ©a to be the smallest subalgebra of % generated by {bß: ß < a). We have <3à0 C «3B, Q . . . c <$>a G . . . , for p < k and p limit, %ß = U {©": a < p}. Claim. Let F be a nowhere dense tower of length k in "33. Then there is some a < k such that F n ©" is a nowhere dense tower in <55a.
Let y < k be given. For b G ®*, there is some t G T with 0 # 6 -t. Denote by ßb the first ß G k such that / G <3)ß: let y* = sup{ ßb: b G © +}. Since k is regular and I© I < k, y* < k, too. Pick a0 < k arbitrarily, and define an + l = a*, a = sup{a": n G ic}. Since k is regular and uncountable, a < k. If 6 G ©a, then b G ÍB" for some a" < w and there is a í G F n *$>" with b -t ^0. Thus F n ©" is nowhere dense in <3àa. For a nowhere dense tower F of length k in iß, let a( F) < k be such that F n ®a(7-) is nowhere dense in ©a(r) and let t(T) G F be such that t(T) < t for each / G F n ©"(ry The family F = (1 -t(T): F is a nowhere dense tower of length k in © } is centered: Pick n G co, F,, F2, . . . , F" nowhere dense towers of length « in ©. Let ®' = ®a(7;.)> ' = L • • • , «, and suppose 9'ç92Ç...çf.
The tower F, n ©' is nowhere dense in <35\ thus there is t1 G F, n ©', 1 -í1 ^ 0. But 1 -f1 G ©' ç ®2 and F2 n ©2 is nowhere dense in %2, hence there is some t2 G F2 n <352 with (1 -/') -/2 ^= 0; proceeding further, we shall find r3, f4, . . . , t" such that l-(/'Vi2V..-V") ^0.
As t(T) < /', we obtain 0^ A {1-*':/-1,...,«} < A{1-'(7;):< = 1> ...,*}.
Obviously, if f7 is an ultrafilter on % and lV d F, then LV contains no nowhere dense tower of length k in <35 . □ Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let C be a dense subset of © of cardinality at most k. Denote by ty the smallest subalgebra of CompC3J) that contains C as well as all joins VC, where C G [C]<K. Then <3) ç %, since © is K-complete, and 1^1 = |(B|-< k" = k; thus by 2.5, there is some ultrafilter U on 9) containing no nowhere dense tower of length k in Ç&. Clearly \U\ < !<$> | < k and U Q % .
We shall show that Í/ generates an ultrafilter on % . Let x, y G © + be such that x A v = 0, x\t y = 1. Let Z Ç C be a maximal disjoint family refining {x,y}. If
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use |Z| < k, then x= \/ {c G Z: c < x} belongs to tf) as well as v does, thus either x or v belongs to U. If |Z| = k, say Z = {ca: a G «}, then there is some p < k such that \/{ca: a < p) G U. In the opposite case each join \/{ca: p < a < k) belongs to U, but the family of all such joins is a nowhere dense tower of length « in tf), which contradicts our choice of U. Now either V{ca: ot < p & ca < x} or V {ca: a < p & ca < y) belongs to U, hence U generates an ultrafilter on %. Finally, assume that, on the contrary, © has Rfip(«). Then hsatC35) = hsatC^) = k+; hence for the centered system U described above we have \{v < u; v G U}\ = k for each u G U. Let D be a disjoint refinement of U, D C C. Pick some maximal disjoint family Z Q C extending D. Let Z = {za: a < k) be a one-one numbering of Z. Define ta = V [zß-a < ß < k), T = {ta: a < k). Then F CZ tf), T is a nowhere dense tower of length k, hence F g U. Anyway, the family F u U is centered and t/ is an ultrafilter on tf), thus F Ç t/-a contradiction. □ 2.6. Corollary. Assume (CH) . Then ßol(co, w,) has not Rfip(w,). □ 2.7. Definition. Let X be an infinite cardinal. The formula/ < g iff \{a G X:
f(a) > g(a)}\ < X defines an order on AX. A family F c XX is dominating, if for every g G AX there is some / G F with f > g. If F is a dominating family in AX, |F| = p and the order < on F is of the type p, then F is called a p-scale.
2.8. Theorem. Let X < k be infinite cardinals. Let % be a (X, -,K)-nowhere distributive Boolean algebra which is (t, •, 2)-distributive for each t < X. Let A = {ûî:£<k}Ç<Î&+ be X-decomposable. Then A has a disjoint refinement provided there is no dominating family of power k in AX.
Proof. Let P = {p(a): a G X) c (S>+ be the disjoint set witnessing to X-decomposability of A. For each a < X, there is a matrix 2(a) = {ß(a, ß): ß G X} in ÍB [p(a) satisfying 1.14(iii), (v) . (Notice that the proof of these statements required the (t, ■, 2)-distributivity only, t < X. Analogously, X is regular.)
We shall construct a mapping/^ G AX for £ G k recursively as follows: Suppose fe(ß) has been defined for ß < a. Let à > a be the first ordinal number such that ai A p(«) ¥= 0. Let y G X be the smallest ordinal with y > f((ß) for ß < a and |a{ A A ß(«. y)| > «. Define /¿(a) = y.
The family {f(: £ G k) c aX is not dominating in AX. Thus there is some g G AX satisfying {a G X: g(a) >/i(a)}| = X for each £ G k. According to the regularity of X we may assume that g is strictly increasing. Let us define ß= U{ß(«,g(a)):a G X}. has not Rfip(c). □ A result similar to the proposition above as well as Corollary 2.6 was obtained independently by R. Laver under the assumption 0(w,) [L] .
The set-theoretical assumption cannot be omitted from 2.11. The forthcoming corollary of Theorem 2.2 shows the positive answer: 2.12. Proposition.
7/2" is a singular cardinal, then the complete Boolean algebra (2omp(6,(to)/fin) has Rfip(2"). Therefore no ultrafilter on CompCdP^/fin) is generated by < 2" elements. □
It is worth mentioning that in this case of 2" being singular we obtain an alternative proof of the fact that tf'(o3)/{'m satisfies Rfip(2") (see [BV2] ). Now we shall describe a model 91 of a set theory in which ßomp(iP(to)/fin) also has Rfip(2") and, moreover, 2" is a regular cardinal.
Let us start with a formulation of combinatorial assumptions, which imply that Rfip(2w) holds for Comp^^/fin).
2.13. Proposition. Suppose that 2" = <o2 and (i) ßomp(?P(w)/fin) is isomorphic to (2ol(w,, co^, (ii) each ultrafilter on i3'(co)/fin contains a nowhere dense tower in íP(io)/fin; and (iii) there is no u2-scale in w,w,. Then 2"' > w2 and Somp(ldP(w)/fin) has Rfip(2"). Therefore there is no ultrafilter on Qomp^ (us)/iin) having < 2" generators.
Proof. The fact 2"' > w2 follows from (iii). Denote % = eomp((3'(w)/fin)) let A = {aa: a G w2} be a centered family of elements of ©. Then there is an ultrafilter U on 9 (w)/fin which is compatible with A. Let F be a nowhere dense tower on ^wj/fin, F ç U. If the length of F is w2, then A is w2-decomposable and hence A has a disjoint refinement by 1.2. If the length of F equals to w1; then A is w,-decomposable; now by (i) and (iii) there is a disjoint refinement of A by Theorem 2.8. □ 2.14. The model. We shall describe the basic situation without discussing possible generalizations.
Let <31l be a countable transitive model of ZFC + GCH. Let ©0, ©,, ©2 be the complete Boolean algebras in <$\L such that ©0 is the Solovay-Tennenbaum algebra making MA + 2U = co2; ©, is the well-known algebra for adding to, Cohen reals; ©2 is the algebra with the basis {/: dom(f) -* w,: dom(/) G [w3]<u>1} ordered by the inverse inclusion (observe that ©2 is isomorphic to the algebra with the base {/: dom(/)-> {0, 1): dom(/) G [w3]<*"}).
Let © = ©0 X ©, X ©2 be the free product, and G be generic ultrafilter on ©. Denote by (7,, resp. G2, the restriction of G to ©0 X ©,, resp. to ©2. The algebra ©0 X ©, satisfies c.c.c; the algebra ©2 has an to,-closed basis, hence by the Easton-type argument ©(w)gil,G1 = ©(w)911^'1 and in 9H[G] all cardinals and cofinalities are preserved.
As shown in [BFM] , 9IL[G,] t= 2" = w2 and there are two increasing families {/": a G w,}, {gß. ß G w2} in "w without an upper bound.
The same holds in ^ [G] . By [BPS] , the existence of a family [fa: a < <¿y¡ Ç uo3 without an upper bound implies eol(w" 2") » eomp(©(<o)/fin). By [BFM] , Let us complete the general theorems 1.5, 1.12, 2.3 and 2.8 by the following ones, which deal with this particular ©.
2.15. Proposition. Suppose (CH) and let i be a nontrivial (¿¡-complete ideal on to,, For convenience, topological terminology will frequently be used in this section. We shall show by the way that there is a discrete set D c ßN -N, \D\ = to,, with precisely one complete accumulation point. This answers a question posed by R. G Woods [Wo] , van Douwen [vD,], Husek [Hu] and others. It should be remarked that the same result was obtained independently by K. Kunen [Ku2] and S. Shelah [S] .
3.1. Definition. Let © be a filter on a Boolean algebra © . The relative character of an ultrafilter 9l D © with respect to © is defined by x(%, ©) = inf{|G| : G c © and © U Q generates %}. (ii) for each a < v, p G cl(p£: £ < a),
(iii) //<? ¥=p, q E GC2), /Ae« f/tere is some a < v such that q G cl(p£: a < £ < p).
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First we shall show that X > to is necessary. Let p G K c U(k) be such that X(p, K) = to. Let {Vn: « G to} be the neighborhood base of p in K. Let pn G D { V¡: i < n},pn =£p. The set {pn: « G to} is C*-embedded in U(k) (see, e.g., [CN, 16.15(b)] ), yet it converges top-a contradiction.
Let X be uncountable. According to Efimov's theorem, G(2"2) can be embedded into U(k). Since X < 2" and X is regular, 3.4 may be applied: letp and {p£: £ G X} be as stated in 3.4. Let K = cl(p£: £ G X). Then x(p, AT) < X by 3.4(ii), (iii), since {A" -cl(p£: £ < a): a < X} is a neighborhood system of cardinality X of p in K whose intersection is {p}. On the other hand, 3.4(i) and the regularity of X imply that x(p, K)> X. □
Notice that an analogous theorem holds for any Boolean algebra ©, whose Stone space contains a copy of GC*2) for some uncountable p. An interesting consequence of this fact can be found in [vD2], 3.7. Corollary, (a) For each infinite cardinal k, there is a discrete set D c U(k) of cardinality to, having a unique complete accumulation point.
(b) For each infinite cardinal k, there exist a uniform filter © and a family G c [k]k such that \G\ = to, and © u G generates a uniform ultrafilter on ©(k). □
